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The emergence of the novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic poses
a never before seen challenge to human health and the economy. Considering its clinical impact, with no
streamlined therapeutic strategies in sight, it is crucial to understand the infection process of SARS-CoV-2.
Our limited knowledge of the mechanisms underlying SARS-CoV-2 infection impedes the development of
alternative therapeutics to address the pandemic. This aspect can be addressed by modeling SARS-CoV-2
infection in the human context to facilitate drug screening and discovery. Human induced pluripotent stem
cell (iPSC)-derived lung epithelial cells and organoids recapitulating the features and functionality of the
alveolar cell types can serve as an in vitro human model and screening platform for SARS-CoV-2. Recent stud-
ies suggest an immune system asynchrony leading to compromised function and a decreased proportion of
specific immune cell types in coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients. Replenishing these specific
immune cells may serve as useful treatment modality against SARS-CoV-2 infection. Here the authors review
protocols for deriving lung epithelial cells, alveolar organoids and specific immune cell types, such as T lym-
phocytes and natural killer cells, from iPSCs with the aim to aid investigators in making relevant in vitromod-
els of SARS-CoV-2 along with the possibility derive immune cell types to treat COVID-19.

© 2021 International Society for Cell & Gene Therapy. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
has remarkably and very rapidly adapted to humans, its most recent
host. Most of the mechanistic knowledge about the host-specific
response and virus�host interplay is extrapolated from the knowl-
edge obtained from infection by other members of the coronavirus
family [1,2]. Lack of extensive understanding of the underlying infec-
tivity and response between the virus and novel host (human being)
is hindering development of appropriate treatment strategies. With
the increase in SARS-CoV-2 infection and associated mortality across
the globe, it is imperative to devise an in vitro SARS-CoV-2 infection
model for providing the possibility of unraveling the strain virulence
and the disease process therby facilitating drug screening and devel-
opment of novel treatment strategies for improving clinical out-
comes. Currently, immortalized cell lines are being utilized to model
the permissiveness features of SARS-CoV-2 and propagate them [3,4].
However, these models lack physiological relevance, and immortal-
ized cell lines are prone to containing genomic aberrations, limiting
their scope as biologically relevant models of SARS-CoV-2 [5].
Although these cell lines are effective in their ability to propagate
SARS-CoV-2, they are inept at recapitulating the features and func-
tion of the human airway epithelium, therefore emphasizing the
need for a relevant and contextual in vitro system to study SARS-
CoV-2 kinetics, trophism and host response [6]. Studies on the tro-
phism of SARS-CoV-2 have demonstrated its specific affinity for the
respiratory epithelium, which is also its primary route of entry
because of high expression and activity of the angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor, transmembrane protease serine 2
(TMPRSS) and cathepsin B [7]. ACE2 and TMPRSS2 have been
detected in both nasal and bronchial epithelium [8]. Gene expression
of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 has been reported to occur largely in alveolar
epithelial type II (AT2) cells [9], which are central to SARS-CoV-2
pathogenesis. Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) having
the unique property of unlimited self-renewal capacity and can
potentially differentiate into various types of somatic cells [10]. In
addition, iPSCs offer the possibility of generating alveolar epithelial
cells and three-dimensional (3D) lung organoids as an in vitro predic-
tive model of SARS-CoV-2 infection and as a screening platform for
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coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) therapeutics [11,12]. Apart
from understanding the disease mechanism, such an iPSC-derived
model of respiratory/alveolar tissue would serve as a platform for
large-scale screening of anti-viral drugs [13]. With the large number
of high-risk/immune-compromised COVID-19 patients around the
globe, the current situation necessitates pursuing multiple
approaches simultaneously to achieve the best outcomes for patients
and society at large, in terms of curative and preventive care. Clinical
findings in COVID-19 patients point to a dysregulated/exuberant
immune response as a leading contributor to SARS-CoV-2-mediated
pathology. Interestingly, the acute phase of SARS in humans is associ-
ated with a severe reduction in the number of T cells in the blood
[14]. Thus far, only a limited number of studies have explored the
role of the T-cell-mediated adaptive immune response in COVID-19
pathogenesis. A recent study showed that T-cell counts are reduced
significantly, and those that survive are functionally exhausted in
COVID-19 patients [15]. The study also suggested that the presence
of persistently low CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell counts in non-intensive
care unit COVID-19 patients would need aggressive intervention
even in the immediate absence of severe symptoms to reduce the
risk of further deterioration in the patient’s condition. Based on these
clinical insights, development of “off-the-shelf,” third-party, alloge-
neic, virus-specific T-cell therapies would be a powerful tool for
treating COVID-19-associated lymphopenia, which is currently not
amenable to standard therapeutic strategies. Similar to T cells, the
role of natural killer (NK) cells in SARS-CoV-2 infections is currently
being examined [16�20]. The rationale for using NK cells as a modal-
ity for immune therapy for COVID-19 is also being investigated. Here
the authors discuss protocols for deriving respiratory epithelial cells
and alveolar organoids with the aim of modeling the infection biol-
ogy of the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus and investigating the possible
applications of human iPSC (hiPSC)-derived T and NK cells as thera-
peutic intervention for this newly emerged pathogen.

Modeling SARS-CoV-2 Using iPSC-Derived Alveolar Cells and
Organoids

Infectious viruses are often restricted to specific hosts and cell
types that are the primary routes of entry into the host system.
Modeling this host�virus interaction is challenging since most of the
circulating human viruses are genetically different from viruses cul-
tured under standard laboratory conditions. For example, the surface
glycoproteins of human parainfluenza virus 3, which are critical for
entry into the host cell, differ considerably from the surface glycopro-
teins cultured on immortalized monolayer cells in the laboratory [21]
The SARS-CoV-2 infection begins with entry into the respiratory epi-
thelial cells, which is mediated by the surface ACE2 receptor [7,22].
The SARS-CoV-2 virus propagates within the infected epithelial cells,
including the AT2 cells, where, in some cases, the host innate
immune response is triggered. Coincidently, most human pluripotent
stem cell (hPSC) differentiation protocols have been directed toward
obtaining AT2+ cell phenotypes because of their crucial physiological
role in vivo along with the possibility of evaluating their functionality
by measuring the expression and secretion of surfactant molecules
[23,24]. These findings underscore the need for recapitulating the
infection process in an in vitro model in which the features of the
virus are mimicked well enough to infect its choice of cell type.

Directed differentiation of iPSCs toward lung cells faced consider-
able initial challenges [25]. To address these challenges, a rational
stepwise approach mimicking mammalian lung development in vivo
has essentially been followed in successfully differentiating PSCs to
functional alveolar cells [26�30]. The key aim here is to obtain a pure
population of lung epithelia with the ability to expand in vitro to per-
form disease modeling and harness this as a platform for novel drug
development (Figure 1). Defined protocols have now been estab-
lished to derive specific lung lineage cell phenotypes (Table 1).
Bonafide lung epithelial cells were obtained by Huang et al. [31] by
initially driving PSCs to a definitive endoderm fate and then further
directing them to a FOXA2 and NKX2.1 (also known as thyroid tran-
scription factor) lung epithelial progenitor cell phenotype. The study
also demonstrated that FOXA2+NKX2.1+ double-positive progenitor
cells gave rise to basal, club, goblet, ciliated, alveolar type I (AT1) and
AT2 cells both in vivo and in vitro. Although yet to be established with
hiPSCs, Garreta et al. [32], using mouse embryonic stem and iPSC
cells, showed low oxygen tension significantly enhanced differentia-
tion toward a lung progenitor phenotype. Recently, Surendran et al.
[33] elucidated a protocol for generating lung epithelial cells from
hiPSCs. Their protocol initially differentiated the iPSCs to a definitive
endoderm fate followed by progression into anteriorized endoderm,
which can give rise to both proximal and distal epithelial cells.

Heo et al. [27] derived alveolar epithelial cells from hiPSCs to eval-
uate plumonary toxicity and inflammatory responses of toxins. In
this protocol, the hiPSCs were differentiated for alveolar epithelial
progenitor markers such as NKX2.1, epithelial cell adhesion molecule
and carboxypeptidase M (CPM). Robust differentiation to alveolar
epithelial cells was obtained, with more than 90% NKX2.1+ cells,
whereas the percentage of cells co-expressing NKX2.1 and epithelial
cell adhesion molecule was approximately 70%. The differentiated
cells also expressed pulmonary surfactant-associated protein B and
pulmonary surfactant-associated protein C, indicating typical func-
tional signatures of AT2 cells. Since AT2 cells have the potential to
trans-differentiate into an AT1 cell type during normal lung develop-
ment [34] or after lung injury [35], the researchers determined the
expression of T1 alpha/podoplanin, a cell membrane protein
expressed specifically in AT1 cells [36], to distinguish the fate of iPSC-
derived AT+ cells after 25 days of differentiation. The researchers also
found comparable numbers of lung mesenchymal cells expressing
PDGFR-b, CD90, NG2 and CD146 on day 25 of differentiation, sug-
gesting that the differentiation protocol also generated the mesen-
chymal cell phenotypes found in alveolar niches.

Gotoh et al. [37] differentiated hiPSCs to form NKX2-1+ “ven-
tralized” anterior foregut endoderm cells, from which cells
expressing CPM were sorted for 3D co-culture with fetal human
lung fibroblasts. The resulting CPM+ organoids, although devoid of
club cells, contained mostly AT2 cells as well as some AT1 cells, cil-
iated cells and goblet cells. These iPSC-derived AT2 cells exhibited
phenotypic properties similar to those of mature human AT2 cells,
including expression of surfactant proteins and the possession of
lamellar body-like structures. A study by Yamamoto et al. [38]
demonstrated that pre-conditioning the NKX2-1+ endoderm pro-
genitors significantly enhanced induction to an AT2 cell pheno-
type. However, a relatively homogeneous population of AT2 cells
and AT1 cells was generated from hiPSCs reprogrammed from fetal
or neonatal lung fibroblasts [39]. In addition, hiPSC-derived AT2
alveolospheres exhibited self-renewal capacity and immune
responsiveness [40].

These studies clearly indicate that alveolar cell lineages produced
from iPSC-derived lung organoids mimic the development of their in
vivo counterparts (Figure 2) [41,42]. Incidentally, fibroblast growth
factor signaling has been demonstrated to be crucial for promoting
the induction of anterior foregut endoderm into human lung organo-
ids encompassing the contextual cellular milieu [42]. Historically, a
polarized human airway epithelium culture system has been used to
represent the authentic airway for viral respiratory infection [43,44].
However, the human airway epithelium model represents few of the
alveolar cell types, which limits its utility as a cellular model in the
study of SARS-CoV-2. To address these issues, modeling viral respira-
tory infection using lung organoids has been explored [45�47], as
this encompasses most of the pulmonary cell types and components
present in the tissue counterpart.

Chen et al. [46] reported derivation of 3D lung organoids from
hPSCs. These organoids recapitulated the developing lung tissue very



Figure 1. iPSC-based in vitro modeling of SARS-CoV-2 and iPSC-derived immune cellular therapy for COVID-19. Allogeneic NK cells can be derived from iPSCs, which can be admin-
istered to treat patients with COVID-19 with low NK counts. These iPSC-derived allogeneic NK cells may provide the necessary immune response, which can address the damage
and control SARS-CoV-2 infection. T cells enriched from the primary PBMCs of recovered COVID-19 patients can be used to generate T-iPSCs, which can be differentiated to T cells
to address patients with COVID -19 with lymphopenia. iPSC-derived airway epithelial cells and 3D lung organoids can be used to study the infection process of SARS-CoV-2 and as a
screening platform for drug discovery and development. Dx, diagnosis; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; Rx, prescription; T-iPSCs, T lymphocyte iPSCs. (Color version of
figure is available online.)
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nicely by containing cells with features of both the mesoderm and
pulmonary endoderm. When grown on Matrigel, the lung bud orga-
noids (LBOs) gave rise to branching colonies reminiscent of the struc-
tural features of the developing pulmonary tissue. The researchers
further characterized the LBOs ex vivo by performing xenotransplan-
tation in immune-deficient NOD-SCID gammamice showing the typi-
cal features of lung development in vivo. The LBOs also recapitulated
the hallmarks of respiratory syncytial virus infection in which
detachment and shedding of infected cells into the lumens of the
LBOs were observed to be reminiscent of respiratory syncytial virus
in human lungs. With some modification of this protocol to generate
lung organoids from PSCs, Han et al. [48] recently demonstrated the
permissive nature of lung organoids derived from hPSCs to SARS-
CoV-2 infection. The researchers further demonstrated that lung
organoids, upon SARS-CoV-2 infection, produced chemokines very
similar to what is observed in COVID-19 patients.

Porotto et al. [45] utilized hPSC-derived lung organoids to investi-
gate the evolution and infection process of human parainfluenza
virus type 3. The study elegantly demonstrated the viral evolution
and pathogenesis in the distal lung, recapitulating the important fea-
tures of human viral infection. A crucial advantage of PSC-derived
lung organoids is the possibility of assessing any viral respiratory
infection across the different stages of lung development. Clearly,
this offers the opportunity to use lung organoids as a model system
to assess the impact of viral respiratory infections and serves as an
authentic model for respiratory viral pathogenesis for recapitulating
viral respiratory infection in the host.
iPSC-Derived Lymphoid Cells to Treat COVID-19

As a perpetual source of PSCs, iPSCs can be directed to be differen-
tiated toward the lymphoid lineage [49]. This aspect of the technol-
ogy allows a continuous production of lymphocytes, thereby
addressing the bottlenecks, such as cell numbers and dose limita-
tions, seen with respect to primary lymphoid cells. Therefore, com-
pared with a primary lymphoid source, iPSCs can be used to develop
a robust and safe platform to develop “off-the-shelf” immune cell
therapeutics to address COVID-19 (Figure 1). Thus far, iPSCs have
been generated from almost all types of somatic cells [50]. However,
selection of the initial iPSC source is critical for the latter derivation
of lymphoid lineage cells. Reminiscent epigenetic memory of the cells
is known to play a crucial role in deciding the differentiation fates of
iPSCs [51,52]. How epigenetic memory is retained and paves the way
for preferential differentiation to a specific cellular lineages has been
reviewed before [49,51] and might explain why iPSCs generated
from cells with hematopoietic lineage are more successfully differen-
tiated toward lymphoid lineages.

T Cells and COVID-19

Incidentally, similar to what is observed in COVID-19 patients,
SARS in humans is associated with a severe reduction in the number
of T cells in the blood [53]. In addition, Zheng et al. [54] reported ele-
vated exhaustion levels and reduced functional diversity of T cells in
peripheral blood in COVID-19 patients, which was predictive of



Table 1
Derivation of lung cells and organoids from human pluripotent cells.

Author Stem cell
type

Cell type derived Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

Ghaedi et al. [39] iPSCs Lung progenitor
cells

15�20+ Differentiation was carried out on Matrigel.
D0�D6: RPMI basal medium with activin A for first 48 h and
then from D3, RPMI basal medium + activin A + B27
(50£) + sodium butyrate to direct differentiation to DE fate.

D7�D9: Differentiate into AFE using IMDM basal
medium + FBS + penicillin/streptomycin + L-
glutamine + MEM non-essential amino acids for first 2 days
and then introduce IMDM basal
medium + Noggin + SB431542 for next 24 h.

D10�D15: Differentiate into lung progenitor cells using
IMDM basal
medium + BMP4 + bFGF + Wnt3a + KGF + retinoic acid, etc.

FOXA2 and NKX2.1 mRNA expression
checked on day 15 using RT-PCR.

Protocol is a three-step process to derive
lung progenitor cells.

Shortest protocol for deriving lung progeni-
tor cells.

Firth et al. [28] iPSCs Lung epithelial cells 45+ Culture plates were coated with a combination of fibronectin,
laminin and collagen IV gel for differentiation.

D0�D3: iPSCs were differentiated into DE cells using RPMI
basal medium +Wnt3A + activin A for 24 h. RPMI basal
medium + 1% FBS and activin A added on day 2.

D4�D9: DE cells were further differentiated into AFE. Ultra
MEM-ITS + 2% FBS + SB431542 + Noggin added for 24 h.
D5�D9, Noggin was removed and BMP4 added to inhibit
Notch signal.

D10�D17: Generation of lung progenitor cells using ultra MEM
basal medium + 2% FBS + BMP4 + FGF2 + FGF10 + KGF, etc.

D18�D42+: Differentiated cells into epithelial lung cells using
DMEM/F12 + Ultroser G (serum substitute) + fetal clone II
serum + insulin + bovine brain
extract + transferrin + hydrocortisone + 3,3’,5-triiodo-L-thy-
ronine sodium salt + epinephrine + retinoic
acid + phosphorylethanolamine + ethanolamine.

SOX17, FOXA2 and GATA6 transcript expres-
sion checked on day 4.

Cells were stained for FOXA2, NKx2.1 and
SOX2 protein expression.

Cells were stained for Z0-1, E-cadherin and
calmodulin protein expression.

Protein expression of FOXJ1 and pericentrin
evaluated on day 28.

Wong et al. [29] ESCs/iPSCs Lung epithelial cells 40+ Plates were pre-coated with human placental collagen. IV
D0�D4: Cells were differentiated into DE using endoderm
differentiation medium consisting of
DMEM + GlutaMAX + NEAA penicillin/
streptomycin + activin A +Wnt3A + mercaptoethanol.

D5�D9: Differentiation of DE into AFE using endoderm differ-
entiation medium + SHH + FGF2

D10�D20: Differentiation of AFE cells into immature lung
epithelial cells. Cells were cultured with endoderm differ-
entiation medium + FGF10 + KGF + BMP4 for 5 days and
then further cultured with FGF10 + FGF7 + FGF18 for more
5 days.

D20�D40+: Immature cells converted into mature cells using
bronchial epithelial growth medium with FGF18 for
6�10 days followed by B-ALI medium for more than
15 days.

FOXA2 and SOX17 gene expression was eval-
uated.

Addition of FGF2 and SHH did not increase
the number of NKx2.1+ cells.

B-ALI medium was not added to the top of
the well. Instead, it was added to the bot-
tom of Transwell.

Huang et al. [31] iPSCs/ESCs Lung and airway
epithelial cells

40+ iPSCs were treated with DMEM/F12 supplemented with
N2 + B27 supplement + ascorbic
acid + GlutaMAX + monothioglycerol + BSA + penicillin/
streptomycin before forming into EBs.

D0�D4: Primitive streak formation was achieved with BMP4
and Y-27632 (RI) added to the medium for 1 day. Cells were
resuspended in DE induction medium. DMEM/F12 basal
medium along with B27 + Y-27632 + BMP4 + bFGF + activin
A added to culture for 3�5 days.

D5�D6: Introduced AFE medium after dissociating EBs with
trypsin and cultured on fibronectin-coated wells. Serum-
free medium with dorsomorphin
dihydrochloride + SB431542 introduced for 48 h along with
Dkk1. After 48 h, switched to SB431542 and IWP2.

D6�D15: Cells differentiated in lung progenitor medium for
8�10 days.
CHIR99021 + FGF10 + FGF7 + BMP4 + EGF + ATRA added in
SFD medium.

D15�D40+: For further maturation of lung progenitors, cells
were treated with
CHIR99021 + FGF10 + FGF7 + BMP4 + ATRA with SFD
medium.

Cells were trypsinized prior to plating in low
attachment plates to form EBs under
serum-free conditions.

CO2 5%/air environment.
Differentiated cells were evaluated for
expression of MUC1, ABCA3, MUC5B,
FOXJ1, PDN and AQP5.

Garreta et al. [32] iPSCs Lung progenitor
cells

22+ D0�D2: EBs were generated using hanging drop method
under two different oxygen conditions (5% and 20%). EBs
formed within 3 days.

D2�D5: EBs plated on gelatin-coated plate in DE induction
medium. The medium had DMEM + N2 + B27 + FBS + L-
glutamine + penicillin/streptomycin + activin A and

EBs were generated prior to differentiation
into lung cells.

NKx2.1+ PAX8 gene expression evaluated.
Cells were incubated under 5% or 20% oxygen
concentrations.

(continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Author Stem cell
type

Cell type derived Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

introduced for 72 h.
D6: Medium changed to ADE medium composed of
DMEM + N2 + B27 + FBS + L-glutamine + penicillin/
streptomycin + Noggin + SB431542, etc.

D7�D12: Medium was changed to lung progenitor induction
medium composed of ADE medium without Noggin and
SB431452.
Wnt3A + hFGF10 + mFGF7 + BMP4 + hEGF + FGF2 and hepa-
rin sodium salt added for 5 days.

D13�D23: Immature lung progenitor cells were grown in
same medium for further 10 days to convert into mature
cells.

Plate with 5% oxygen supply showed better
maturation compared with 20% oxygen.

Surendran et al. [11] iPSCs Lung epithelial cells 30+ EBs generated before differentiating into lung epithelial cells.
Cells were passaged in non-adherent plate. EBs introduced
with basal medium along with activin A and cultured for
next 2 days.

D0�D5: EBs introduced with definitive endoderm medium
with the help of activin A + B27 and BMP4 for 5 days

D6�D10: Next step was to introduce anterior definitive
medium. Basal medium + EGF + bFGF + SB431542 and Nog-
gin (dual SMAD inhibitors) was used for next 5 days.

D11�D20+: Generation of lung progenitor cells done with the
help of differentiation basal medium. Cells differentiated
into proximal lung epithelial cells using differentiation
basal medium + BMP7 + FGF7 + PD032519 + retinoic
acid + Noggin and CHIR99021 for next 7�10 days. For distal
lung epithelial cell derivation, basal medium containing
BMP2 + FGF10 + BMP4 + bFGF + Wnt3a was used for next
7�10 days.

Expression of FOXA2 and SOX17 was evalu-
ated.

Nkx2.1 gene expression checked for proxi-
mal lung epithelial cells.

NKX2.1 and SOX9 gene expression checked
for distal lung epithelial cells.

Shortest protocol for deriving lung epithelial
cells.

Longmire et al. [30] ESCs Lung progenitor
cells

25+ Before DE induction medium, EBs were generated.
D0�D5: EBs in non-adherent plates. DE medium consisting of
mixture of IMDM (75%) and Ham’s medium (25%) with acti-
vin A was used for 5 days.

D6: EBs transferred onto gelatin-coated plate. Anterior endo-
derm medium containing cSFDMmedium supplemented
with Noggin and SB431542 was used for next 24 h.

D7�D22: Lung induction medium consisting of cSFDM sup-
plemented with
heparin + KFG + hFGF + BMP4 +Wnt3 + hEGE + FGF2 was
used for next 8 days (D7�D15). For next 7 days, hFGF10 was
introduced into medium.

D22�D25+: Lung maturation medium consisting of Ham’s
F12 medium + KGF + transferrin + CaCl2 + insulin + sodium
selenite + dexamethasone + 8-Br-cAMP + BSA, etc., for next
22�25 days.

Cells sorted based on gene expression.
Cells evaluated for SPC, CC10, CTFR and
FOXJ1 expression.

Tamo et al. [26] iPSCs Lung alveolar epi-
thelial cells

30+ Two-step protocol for derivation of iPSC-AECII-d alveolar epi-
thelial cell line (LL)-iPSC-AECII.

D0�D3: iPSC colonies trypsinized and cells cultured on Vitro-
nectin XF and grown for 3 days in iPSC medium.

D3�D8: Medium was replaced with STEMdiff DE kit for
5 days.

D8�D29: Cells were grown in small airway epithelial cell
growth medium (SAGM; Lonza) supplemented with 1% FBS
for another 21 days.

D30+: hTERT and hBmi protein introduced to lentiviral vector
used for transduction, which was done in derived ACE II to
generate long-lasting ACE II (LL-iPSC-ACE II).

LL-iPSC-AECII was grown to confluency in a 24-well plate and
DMEMmedium with 10% FBS supplemented with 100 mM
IWR-1 used for 7 days.

Two-step protocol to derive ACEII cells
expressing surfactant protein C, a specific
AEC type II marker.

AEC type I marker AQP5 did not show on ACE
II type cells.

AQP5 and hT1a used as ACE I markers.

Heo et al. [27] hPSCs Lung alveolar epi-
thelial cell

25+ Cells seeded at low density in the plate.
D0�D6: Generation of DE donewith the help of activin
A + CHIR99021 + sodium butyrate, etc.

D6�D10: Cells were introduced to Noggin and SB431542 to
form ADE and then directed toward alveolar epithelial cell fate.

D10�D14: Alveolar commitment step in which BMP4 and
CHIR99021were used to form immature lung AECs.

D14�D25+: These days considered AECmaturation days for
cells, andmaturationmedium used along with
FGF10 + dexamethasone + 8-Br-cAMP + IBMX + KGF.

Cells were positive for NKX2.1, EPCAM and
CPM expression.

AECII differentiated to AECI, as determined
by gene expression of T1 alpha.

Wang et al. [24] hESCs Lung alveolar epi-
thelial type II
(AE2)

20+ D0�D2: Generation of EBs done by splitting cells using colla-
genase IV and cultured on six-well non-coated plates in hES
cell medium.

D2�D6: EBs were cultured on fresh six-well non-coated plates

The protocol allows derivation without for-
mation of EBs. AT II cells were cultured on
Matrigel along with G418 in the medium.

(continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Author Stem cell
type

Cell type derived Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

with DM containing 80% DMEM + 20% FBS + 1% NEAA + 1mM
L-glutamine + 100 g/mL penicillin/streptomycin.

D6�D20+: EBs cultured further on gelatin-coated plate in DM
and allowed to expand. The selection of hES cell-derived ATII
cells was started on day 6 by introducing 20 g/mL of G418.
Alternate method used was without EB formation, where
G418 added from D1 onward.

Protocol is specific for derivation of AE2-type
cells

Van Haute et al. [23] hESCs Lung epithelial cells 28+ D0�D4: Collagenase IV was used to split the cells with subse-
quent culture on 12-well plates with MEF feeders using
hESC medium in liquid�liquid conditions.

D4�D28: Differentiation started using differentiation
medium (i.e., hESC medium without bFGF and b-mercap-
toethanol) in liquid�liquid conditions for 4 days and then
replaced with air�liquid interface culture for 20 days.

Note: Two types of controls were used in the quantitative
real-time RT-PCR experiments: (i) hESC on MEF feeders,
which differentiated spontaneously in hESC medium, and
(ii) hESC plated on porous membranes for 4 days in hESC
medium followed by 24 days in differentiation medium in
liquid�liquid conditions (named “NO ALI control”).

Medium from upper compartment was
removed. (referred to as ALI differentia-
tion).

SP-C and AQP5 had the highest expression
after 20 days of culture.

Gotoh et al. [37] hPSCs Alveolar Epithelial
Cells

25+ D0�D6: Single-cell enzymatic dissociation done to form DE
cells from hESCs. D0�D2: Y-27632 used to avoid cell death.
From D1 to D6, sodium butyrate + activin A + CHIR99021
used along with basal medium.

D6�D10: AFE cells formed from DE using small molecules
such as Noggin and SB431542.

D10�D14: Ventralized AFE cells formed from AFE cells using
BMP4 + ATRA + CHIR99021

D14�D25+: To D21, FGF10 used along with aforementioned
small molecules and basal medium. After D21, dexametha-
sone + 8-Br-cAMP + IBMX + KGF, etc., added until D25 for
better lung-related gene expression.

CXCR4 + SOX17 and FOXA2 gene expression
checked on D6.

SOX2 and FOXA2 expression checked.
NKX2.1 and GATA6 expression observed.
HOPX, SOX9, NKX2.1 and GATA6 expression
observed in cells.

Yamamoto et al. [38] hiPSCs Lung alveolar
organoids

35+ D0�D6: From initial day onward, activin
A + CHIR99021 + sodium butyrate used along with basal
medium to form DE cells.

D6�D10: Noggin and SB431542 used to form AFE cells from
DE and processed for 4 days.

D10�D14: Ventralized AFE generated using
BMP4 + ATRA + CHIR99021, etc.

D14�D21: NKX2.1+ progenitor cells identified on D21.
CHIR99021 + FGF10 + KGF + DAPT used along with basal
medium and isolation of CPM cells done on D21.

D21�D35+: 3D co-cultured with human fetal lung fibroblasts
and dexamethasone + 8-Br-cAMP + IBMX + KGF, etc., added
until D35 to form alveolar organoids.

2D differentiation
(3D differentiation).
Lamellar body-like
organelles, a specific feature of AT2 cells,
observed on D35.

Dye et al. [42] hPSC Lung organoids 25+ D0�D4: ESCs differentiated into DE cells using activin A along
with RPMI 1640 medium.

D4�D8: Cells were differentiated into AFE cells using DMEM/
F12 + N2 + B27 supplement + 10 mM HEPES + L-
glutamine + 1£ penicillin/
streptomycin + Noggin + SB431542 + FGF4 + CHIR99021 for
4 days

To maintain culture for a long period of time, Noggin and
SB431542 were removed from the medium. FGF2 + Sant-
2 + SU5402 + SHH + SAG were present for 8 days.

D8�D25+: Spheroids were formed after 4 days of growth fac-
tor treatment. Generated spheroids cultured on Matrigel-
coated plate. Foregut medium with 1% FBS + growth
factors + small molecules overlaid and replaced every
4 days. Formed organoids transferred into new Matrigel
droplets every 10�15 days.

SOX2 and FOXA2 expression checked.
For short-term use, no need to use growth
factor with small molecules.

Organoids formed and medium replaced
every 4 days.

Chen et al. [46] hPSC Lung cells (3D) 25+ D0�D3: MEFs introduced onto Matrigel for 24 h and supplied
with hPSC medium and 5% CO2. After 24 h, EBs formed
using embryoid formation medium and then switched to
endoderm induction medium for 36�40 h. Activin
A + BMP4 and bFGF used to form endoderm cells.

For iPSC cell lines, endoderm cells purified using human
CD184 MicroBead kit.

D4�D6: AFE introduced on D4. EBs dissociated with trypsin/
EDTA and cultured on fibronectin-coated plates. Cells intro-
duced with anteriorization medium 1 for 1 day and then
switched to anteriorization medium 2 for another day. On
D4, Noggin and SB431542 used as small molecules. On D5,
IWP + SB431542 used.

Endoderm expression determined using
CXCR4 and C-KIT.

FOXA1 and FOXA2 gene expression observed.
SOX9 and NKX2.1 gene expression observed.

(continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Author Stem cell
type

Cell type derived Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

D7�D25: Cells were treated with ventralization medium for
2 days and 3D clump formations observed. The suspended
cells were LBOs. These organoids were introduced to
branching medium and fed every other day until D25.
CHIR99021 + BMP4 + FGF10 + KGF + retinoic acid used in
branching medium for generation of lung-type cells.

ACEs, alveolar epithelial cells; ADE, anterior definitive endoderm; AFE, anterior foregut endoderm; AQP5, aquaporin 5; B-ALI, bronchial air�liquid interface; bFGF, basic fibroblast
growth factor; BSA, bovine serum albumin; cSFDM, complete serum-free differentiation medium; D, day; DE, definitive endoderm; DMEM, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium; EDTA,
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; EGF, epidermal growth factor; EPCAM, epithelial cell adhesion molecule; ESCs, embryonic stem cells; FBS, fetal bovine serum; hEGF, human epidermal
growth factor; hESCs, human embryonic stem cells; hFGF, human fibroblast growth factor; IMDM, Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium; KGF, keratinocyte growth factor; MEFs, mouse
embryonic fibroblasts; MEM, Minimum Essential Medium; NEAA, non-essential amino acid; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; 2D, two-dimensional.
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disease severity. The reason for T-cell exhaustion in COVID-19
patients can be attributed to their repeated activation, which also
reduces the possibility of harvesting these cells from COVID-19
patients for adoptive cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) therapy. CTLs play
an important role in the immune system’s defense against viral infec-
tions. CTLs interact with virus-infected cells, triggering a cascade that
eventually kills the infected cells [55]. The key players in this cascade
are the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules,
which present the antigenic peptides activating the CTLs, leading to
the degranulation and subsequent death of the target cells [56]. This
crucial mechanism, which protects us from virulent pathogens, takes
Figure 2. Schema of directed differentiation of iPSCs to lymphocytes, alveolar cells and lung
the TGFb and BMP pathways and subsequently to early ventral anterior foregut cells by ac
foregut cells are directed toward a lung progenitor cell fate by stimulating theWNT, FGF and
by employing protocols that activate FGF, WNT and RA signaling or by simultaneously activat
olar cell types, respectively. By recapitulating key stages of lymphocyte development, T and
cell phenotypes, which undergo further specification, giving rise to hematopoietic progenito
hematopoietic progenitors can be directed toward a T-cell fate using a co-culture system in t
from hematopoietic progenitor cells requires the presence of various cytokines. The marker
when inhibited and in green when stimulated. Small molecules and recombinant proteins u
acid; BMP, bone morphogenic protein; EGF, epidermal growth factor; FGF, fibroblast growth
ened agonist; SCF, stem cell factor; SOX2, sex-determining region Y box; SSEA4, stage-specifi
lial growth factor. (Color version of figure is available online.)
effect by virtue of a very specific phenomenon known as MHC restric-
tion in which the MHC allele is recognized by the patient’s own T cells
only. Therefore, MHC restriction is considered to be the primary con-
straint in adoptive T-cell therapy [57], especially with regard to
employing this treatment in the context of COVID-19 in which the
quality of the patient-derived primary CTLs may not be optimal. This
aspect can undermine the expansion potential of T cells, limiting the
ability to obtain enough CTLs to treat a large number of COVID-19
patients. However, hiPSCs, with their unique features of pluripotency
and infinite propagation, can address this critical constraint by serv-
ing as an alternative source for the derivation of T cells for allogeneic
organoids in vitro. hiPSCs in a monolayer are directed to an endoderm fate by inhibiting
tivating WNT and FGF signaling along with the TGFb and BMP pathways. The anterior
RA signaling pathways. Downstream differentiation of lung progenitors can be achieved
ing the RA pathway and inhibiting the BMP pathway to derive lung organoids and alve-
NK cells can be derived from iPSCs. First, the iPSCs are induced to hematopoietic stem
r cells using cytokines and factors activating the TGFb and FGF signaling pathways. The
he presence of molecules that primarily activate the Notch pathway. NK cell derivation
s of each of the cell types are shown in blue. The signaling pathways are shown in red
sed for directed differentiation processes are shown in purple. ATRA, all-trans retinoic
factor; OCT4, octamer-binding transcription factor 4; RA, retinoic acid; SAG, smooth-

c embryonic antigen 4; TGFb, transforming growth factor beta; VEGF, vascular endothe-



Table 2
Derivation of T cells from human pluripotent stem cells.

Author Stem cell Type Cell type Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

Good et al. [65] iPSCs Antigen-specific T cells 35+ Note: Feeder OP9/DLL1 cells were readied a week
prior on 0.1% gelatin.

D0�D12: MEF feeder-dependent iPSCs were co-
cultured on OP9/DLL1 with OP9 medium
(MEM + FBS + penicillin/streptomycin).
Increased the ratio of OP9 medium compared
with iPSC medium. On day 9, multilayered cen-
ter structure evolved with dome-like shape.

D13�D35: Harvested hematopoietic progenitor-
like cells were resuspended in OP9 medium
with SCF + FLT3 + hIL-7. Cell passage was done
every 5�7 days.

D35+: Enriched CD4+ cells were cultivated in OP9
medium with IL-2 + IL-7 + CD3
antibody + CD28 antibody. Stimulated cells
were collected after 7 days and mixed with
irradiated HLA-A*02:01 + LCL loaded with
MART-1 peptide in the presence of MEM + IL-
7 + IL-21. Obtained CD8-ab CTL cells.

Generation of antigen-specific T cells are
more effective when EBs are used.

CD43+ cells were analyzed by flow
cytometry.

CD8-ab, MART1 tetramer checked.
Antigen-specific T cells were derived
from iPSCs using this protocol.

Guo et al. [66] hPSCs T lymphocytes 33+ D0�11: EBs generated with basic differentiation
medium (BDM) + BMP4 and cultured in 15-cm
dish within 2.5 days. After 2.5 days, VEGF was
added and cells were cultured for 6 days. On
day 7, 2% of condition medium prepared from
AFT024-mlL-3, AFT024-mlL-6, AFT024-hFIt3L
and AFT024-mSCF was added. Doxycycline was
added from day 6. Medium was replaced on
alternate days.

D12�D21: Hematopoietic maturation (iHPC) was
carried out by seeding with OP9-DL1 cells in
EMmedium containing a-MEM + FBS
+ monothioglycerol + GlutaMAX + ascorbic
acid + 2% conditioned medium (excluding
AFT024-MIL-6). Cells sorted and EMmedium
used on alternate days.

D21�D33+: Matured hematopoietic cells co-cul-
tured with OP9-DL1 feeder cells in T-cell
induction medium (TIM + a-
MEM + FBS + GlutaMAX) supplemented with
2% conditioned medium derived from AFT024-
hFIt3L and AFT024-Hil-7 cell culture for next
12 days.

Hematopoietic differentiation: Condi-
tioned medium added until day 11.
CD31+CD45-CD41(LOW) analyzed
with flow cytometer.

Hematopoietic maturation step: Cells co-
cultured with OP9-DL1. TIM medium
changed every third day. CD3 and
CD45.2 expression analyzed with flow
cytometer.

Montel-Hagen et al. [61] hPSCs T cells 67+ D0�D3: Generation and isolation of hEMPs done
using X-VIVO 15 medium along with rh activin
A + rhBMP4 + rhVEGF + ROCK inhibitor Y-
27632 dihydrochloride. Cells numbering
3 £ 106 cells per 3 mL were cultured. Medium
changed to X-VIVO
15 + rhBMP4 + rhVEGF + rhFGF. On D3.5,
CD32�CD56+ cells were isolated using FACS

D3�D10: Induction of hematopoietic lineage was
done by T-cell differentiation. Embryonic
mesodermal organoids were generated by
aggregating hEMPs with MS5-HDLL4 cells.
These cells were introduced into hematopoietic
induction medium along with EGM2 + ROCK
inhibitor + SB431543. On D4, 5 £ 105 MS5-
HDLL4 cells were combined with 0.5�1 £ 104

purified hEMPs per PSC-ATO and centrifuged
and cultured in hematopoietic induction
medium in the presence of EGM2 + SB431542.
Medium was changed twice in a week.
D10�D17: Medium changed to EGM2 contain-
ing SB431542 along with cytokines
rhTPO + rhFLT3L5 + rhSCF.

D17�D67: PSC-ATOs were initiated by changing
the medium to RPMI medium supplemented
with B27 + ascorbic
acid + rhSCF + rhFLT3L + rhIL-7. Medium was
changed completely every 3�4 days for 50
more days.

3D organoid formed before processing to
next step.

MS5-HDLL1 can also be used instead of
MS5-HDLL4.

PSC-ATO protocol employs PSC-ATOs to
efficiently pattern hPSCs to T cells

Nishimura et al. [67] T-iPSCs T cells 60+ Regeneration of hiPSCs done using T cells or CTL
clones. T cells were activated by a-CD3/CD28

iPSC clones transfected with small inter-
fering RNA L527 using Lipofectamine

(continued)
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Table 2 (Continued)

Author Stem cell Type Cell type Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

antibody-coated beads or PHA-L. Activated
cells reprogrammed and cultured with RPMI
1640 medium containing 10% AB
serum + glutamine + penicillin + streptomycin.
On D12, The RH10 medium was replaced with
DMEM/F12 FAM + 20%
KOSR + glutamine + NEAA
+ mercaptoethanol + bFGF.

D0�D15: iPSCs were transferred to irradiated
C3H10T1/2 feeder cells in EB medium contain-
ing IMDM + 15% FBS + human
insulin + transferrin+ sodium
selenite + glutamine + monothioglycerol
+ ascorbic acid + VEGF + SCF + FLT-3L.

D16�D45: Derived hematopoietic progenitors
were collected and grown on feeder OP9-DL11
cells. The medium consisted of MEM + 15%
FBS + glutamine
+ penicillin + streptomycin + FLT-3L + IL-7.

D46�D60: The T lineage cells was harvested and
mixed with irradiated HLA-A24 PBMCs and co-
cultured using RH10 medium in the presence
of IL-7 and IL-15.

RNAiMAX for removal of SeV vectors
from cytoplasm.

T cells differentiated on OP9-DL1 cells
during co-culture in OP9 medium.

CD45+ cells isolated using FACS.

Nagano et al. [59] T-iPSCs CTLs D0�D12: Differentiation was done on stromal
OP9 feeder cells in a-MEM supplemented with
20% FBS.

D13�D17: Enriched CD34+ progenitors were
plated on OP-DLL1 stromal feeder cells with
OP9 medium containing hIL-7, hFlt and hSCF
hematopoietic factors.

D18�D40: Floating cells were collected and
transferred to new OP9-DLL1 feeder cells with
OP0 medium containing hematopoietic factors.

Passage on to a new OP9-DLL1 feeder layer was
done every week.

T-cell-generating potential
of T-iPSCs evaluated by frequency of CD4
+CD8+ DP cells; once DP cells are gen-
erated, CD8-ab SP cells are derived by
stimulating isolated DP cells.

bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor; DMEM, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium; DP, double-positive; EB, embryoid body; FACS, fluorescence-activated cell sorting; FBS, fetal
bovine serum; FGF, fibroblast growth factor; hSCF, human stem cell factor; hEMPs, human embryonic mesodermal progenitors; iHPCs, induced hematopoietic progenitor cells;
IMDM, Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium; KOSR, knockout serum replacement; MEF, mouse embryonic fibroblast; MEM, Minimum Essential Medium; NEAA, non-essential
amino acid; PHA-L, Phaseolus vulgaris leukoagglutinin; PSC-ATO, PSC�artificial thymic organoid; SCF, stem cell factor; SeV, Sendai virus; SP, single-positive; T-iPSCs, T lympho-
cyte iPSCs; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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“off-the-shelf” adoptive immunotherapy [58] to treat COVID-19
patients with lymphopenia (Figure 1). Some crucial insight in this
direction has been obtained from the work of Nagano et al. [59], who
successfully derived potent tumor antigen-specific CTLs from T-iPSCs
in an allogeneic setting. More importantly, the researchers also
underlined the issues that need to be addressed prior to the alloge-
neic application of CTLs in the clinic. In light of the aforementioned
findings, it can be hypothesized that the ability to derive universal
donor T cells from gene-modified PSC lines [60] may lead to the
development of allogeneic virus-specific T-cell therapies to treat
COVID-19-associated lymphopenia, which is currently not amenable
to standard therapeutic strategies.

Generation of Anti-COVID-19 T Cells from iPSCs

Derivation of immunocompetent and therapeutic T cells from
PSCs can replenish the T-cell reduction seen in severe COVID-19 cases
[15]. To date, generation of fully functional and mature T cells from
PSCs remains a challenge. Addressing these challenges, Montel-
Hagen et al. [61] reported on a 3D PSC�artificial thymic organoid cul-
ture system that allows in vitro differentiation of hiPSCs to functional
and mature T cells. The researchers harnessed the Notch ligand-
expressing stromal cell line in serum-free conditions [62] to obtain
CD4+CD8+ double-positive precursors toward directed differentia-
tion of functional T cells. Interestingly, T cells reprogrammed to iPSCs
and later driven to differentiate to T lymphocyte iPSCs were found to
preserve the intricate and precise rearrangements of the a and b
chains of the T-cell receptor (TCR) identical to the original T-cell clone
[63]. Furthermore, these redifferentiated CD8 single-positive T cells
from T lymphocyte iPSCs displayed increased telomere length sug-
gestive of their rejuvenated status. In addition, the iPSC-derived T
lymphocytes exhibited antigen-specific cytotoxicity and increased
proliferative response, which can be attributed to their rejuvenation.
The approach here was based on reprogramming CD8+ T cells into
iPSCs (to retain the epigenetic memory of the parental cell [64]),
which were called T lymphocyte iPSCs based on the cell type source,
and the subsequent stepwise-directed differentiation to hematopoi-
etic lineage T-cell progenitors, finally deriving functionally matured
CD8+ T cells (Figure 2). These protocols [65,66] provide useful in vitro
tools for generating antigen-specific T cells for immunotherapy
(Table 2). Nishimura et al. [67] demonstrated that the key to recogniz-
ing antigens by T cells is TCRs, which are encoded by uniquely rear-
ranged genomic loci of the TCR a and ß chains. Generally, deriving T
cells from iPSC lines has been shown to bear non-rearranged germ-
line TCR loci, resulting in random rearrangement during differentia-
tion. The researchers also confirmed that the specificity of the TCR
rearrangement remains unchanged in T cells derived from T lympho-
cyte iPSCs.

These studies provide crucial evidence of the possibility of deriv-
ing therapeutic anti-SARS-CoV-2-specfic T cells from T lymphocyte
iPSCs generated from COVID-19 patients. Demonstrating the safety of
iPSC-derived T cells, Ando et al. [68] reported enhancing the safety of
iPSC-derived rejuvenated T cells by introducing inducible caspase 9
(iC9). The study demonstrated that activation of iC9 eliminated iPSC-
derived rejuvenated CTLs without disturbing their antigen-specific
killing activity, suggesting that the iC9/chemical inducer of



Table 3
Derivation of natural killer cells from human pluripotent stem cells.

Author Stem cell type Cell type derived Time line
in days

Culture conditions Remarks

Hermanson et al. [73] PSCs/iPSCs NK cells 32+ Cells were cultured in 96-well plate format. EBs were
derived prior to differentiation to NK cells.

D0�D10: EBs inducted with SCF
medium + VEGF + BMP4, etc., for hematopoietic dif-
ferentiation to generate CD34+/CD43 NK cells.

D11�D32+: EBs further differentiated into NK cells
using IL-3 + IL-15 + IL-7 + SCF + FLT3 ligand.
Medium change was done weekly for 28�32 days
and harvested for APC expansion.

KIR, CD16, NKp46, NKG2D and NKG2A ana-
lyzed with flow cytometry.

Woll et al. [69] ESC NK cells 35+ D0�D17: hESCs co-cultured with murine bone mar-
row stromal cell line M210-B4 along with medium
containing RPMI 1640 + 15%
FBS + glutamine + NEAA + penicillin/
streptomycin + b-mercaptoethanol for next
17 days.

D17�D20: CD34+CD45+ double-positive cells were
isolated and single-cell suspension prepared. Used
aforementioned medium (refer to article for more
details).

D20�D35+: Separated cells were co-cultured with
murine fetal liver-derived stromal cell line AFT024
in medium containing DMEM/Ham’s F12 + human
serum AB (heat-inactivated) + L-
glutamine + penicillin/streptomycin + sodium
selenite + ethanolamine + b-
mercaptoethanol + ascorbic acid + IL-3 (for 1
week) + IL-15 + SCF + IL-7 + tyrosine kinase 3 ligand
for next 30�35 days. Medium was replenished
every 5�7 days.

M210-B4 cells found more efficiently com-
pared with S17 cells.

CD56/CD45 NK cells were found mostly
when analyzed with flow cytometry

Zeng et al, [74] iPSCs NK cells 40�47 D0�D11: hPSCs were seeded on stromal feeder cells
(OP9) in presence of a-MEM and 20% FBS for
hematopoietic differentiation.

D12�D47: Early hematopoietic progenitors were
harvested and co-cultured with modified OP9 cell
line expressing Notch ligand DLL1 first to increase
hematopoietic progenitors and then driven toward
lymphoid lineages.

Clonality assays to detect rearranged TCRb
and TCRg chain genes in PBC/iPSC lines
were performed.

Phenotypic characterization was carried out
by flow cytometry and
immunocytochemistry.

Zhu and Kaufman [75] iPSCs NK cells D0�D7;
D8�D14;
D15�D43

Feeder-free adapted ESCs/iPSCs with ROCKi for EB
formation.

Hematopoietic cell (CD34+) derivation and NK cell
differentiation under feeder-free conditions in the
presence of IL-3, IL-6, IL-16, SCF and FLT3.

NK cell expansion was carried out under feeder-free
conditions in the presence of IL-2 and aAPCs.

Phenotypic and functional characterization of
hESC/iPSC-derived NK cells was done by
flow cytometry.

aAPCs, artificial antigen-presenting cells; APC, antigen-presenting cell; DMEM, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium; EB, embryoid body; ESCs, embryonic stem cells; FBS, fetal
bovine serum; hESCs, human embryonic stem cells; MEM, Minimum Essential Medium; NEAA, non-essential amino acid; PBC, primary biliary cirrhosis; ROCKi, Rho kinase inhibi-
tor; SCF, stem cell factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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dimerization safeguard system is a promising tool for future iPSC-
mediated approaches to clinical therapy.
Derivation of NK Cells from iPSCs to Treat COVID-19

NK cells are lymphoid cells that originate from the same progeni-
tor as T cells and B cells. They are an important part of the innate
immune response, as they identify “non-self” cells independent of
antigen presentation or recognition, thereby executing a rapid
immune response. The broad cytotoxicity and rapid apoptosis
induced by NK cells help contain virus-infected cells while the adap-
tive immune response is activated to produce cytotoxic T cells to
clear the antigens. Thus far, primary NK cells have been the main
source used for immunotherapy. Significant work is being done to
obtain NK cells from other sources, such as PSCs, so that a perpetual
supply of NK cells is available for therapy [69]. Primary NK cells are
difficult to harvest and purify [70]. They are also difficult to standard-
ize because of the heterogeneity of starting material from different
donors [71]. In addition, the generation of large quantities of highly
pure NK cells requires an extended manufacturing process, which
can compromise the recovery of NK cells as well as their viability and
potency [72].

NK cells derived from iPSCs have proven to be as effective as pri-
mary NK cells [73,74]. The possibility of generating NK cells from
iPSCs may address some of the concerns related to adoptive NK cell
therapy. Studies have demonstrated the possibility of deriving NK
cells robustly from iPSCs, with their characteristic phenotypic fea-
tures [75�77]. Most importantly, Knorr et al. [78] reported a clinical-
grade, serum-free and feeder-free differentiation protocol for obtain-
ing functional NK cells from iPSCs that involved a novel technique for
generating the intermediate hematopoietic embryoid bodies using
defined xenogeneic-free conditions and membrane-bound IL-21-
expressing artificial antigen-presenting cells. According to the
researchers, this method makes it possible to obtain a sufficient num-
ber of functional cytotoxic NK cells, derived from as few as 250000
PSCs, to treat a single patient, thus facilitating the potential for its
clinical application. NK cell-based COVID-19 treatment is currently
being considered [79]. However, there is currently little insights into
the signaling mechanims involved in attributing the functional prop-
erties of the iPSC-derived NK cells. Further studies are needed to
understand the activation process of iPSC-derived NK cells in the
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generation of functionally efficient iPSC-derived NK cells. With our
current understanding, these data suggest that iPSC-derived NK-
based strategies (Table 3) combine the most attractive qualities of
primary NK cells (e.g., high potential for cytotoxicity, including anti-
body-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, and potential for expansion
and persistence in vivo after cryopreservation), making this a tempt-
ing immune cell candidate for COVID-19 therapy.

Discussion

The challenges of using iPSC-derived cells for modeling and as an
immune therapy strategy to address COVID-19 are intrinsic to the
very biology of iPSCs (i.e., donor age, somatic cell type used for
reprogramming and to what fate they are going to be differentiated)
[80]. Retention of the epigenetic memory of the parental somatic
source by iPSCs is a well-documented feature of the reprogramming
process [81]. This is considered to be one of the primary reasons for
their clonal heterogeneity deciding their potential differentiation
fates [82]. Although longer iPSC passages have been shown to dilute
epigenetic memory, they also increase the risk of incorporating ran-
dom gene mutations, leading to genomic instability [83] of the lines,
which is detrimental in the derivation of relevant cell types for
modeling and therapy. In the past decade, rapid advances have been
made in addressing the concerns relevant to the application of iPSCs
[84]. Knowledge gained here has led to the formulation of criteria for
defining good iPSC lines and their differentiated derivatives. How-
ever, there is a need and sufficient space to rethink existing strategies
and bring forth improved and robust acceptable standards for clinical
application of iPSCs and their derivatives [85]. The development of
practical, reliable and cost-effective methods for obtaining iPSC-
derived lung cells, T cells and NK cells is a vital prerequisite for their
application in modeling and as a therapeutic prospect for addressing
the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the major concerns regarding iPSC-
based immune cell replacement therapy is risk of potential tumorige-
nicity from calcitrant iPSCs that have not undergone complete differ-
entiation to the desired phenotype [86]. Here, any hint of stemness in
even a single cell among the differentiated population poses an abso-
lute risk of cellular transplantation. With continuous advancements
in directed differentiation and purification protocols, such risks are
being addressed [87,88]. However, translational work in animal mod-
els is necessary to assess if these assays and methods are sufficient to
address the risk of teratomas upon transplantation of iPSC-derived
immune cells in COVID-19 patients. Alveolar cells and lymphoid cells
derived from iPSCs can be immunogenic, which remains a major
issue for their therapeutic application [89,90]. However, long-term
immunosuppression has been shown to be indispensable and pre-
vents rejection of allogeneic PSC-derived products in animal studies
[91]. This could be a possible route of intervention in humans receiv-
ing therapeutic allogeneic iPSC-derived cells [92]. By contrast, in the
case of autologous iPSC-derived products, it is feasible to transplant
the therapeutic cells without immune suppression [93]. The cost of
developing iPSC-derived alveolar cells and lymphoid cells is signifi-
cant, and this can be addressed to some extent by using allogeneic
iPSC-derived immune cells to treat some cases of COVID-19. How-
ever, the use of immunosuppression furthers the risk of severe sec-
ondary infections in already disadvantaged patients [94]. In this
scenario, the risk-versus-benefit ratio is highly debatable and akin to
that seen when treating any disease with an allogeneic PSC-derived
cell product. In the context of the current scenario and its urgency, a
universal immune-tolerant iPSC-derived product will provide the
necessary advantage for devising strategies to enable utilization of
allogeneic iPSC-derived alveolar cells and lymphoid cells without the
risk of immune rejection and other complications.

As of now, vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 have become the most
viable global option, with several COVID-19 vaccines currently in tri-
als and use [95]. Human cell lines have been routinely used to make
vaccines against viruses [96,97]. Vaccines against viral diseases have
been continuously evolving to provide a safer means of protection
and to reduce possible side effects [98]. The choice of cell substrate is
one of the most crucial components in viral vaccine manufacturing.
Vaccines against chickenpox are being made using MRC5, a human
fibroblast cell line [97]. Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293, a cell
line generated from aborted fetuses in the 1970s, is the cell substrate
of choice for many COVID-19 vaccine manufacturers [99,100]. The
immortalized HEK cells are harnessed to make the spike proteins of
SARS-COV-2 [101] or to cultivate the recombinant packaging viruses
needed for vaccine manufacturing [102]. Although the safety, phar-
macology, toxicity and potency of HEK 293 cells as a platform for vac-
cine manufacture are well established [103], as an immortalized cell
line of cancerous origin, HEK 293 cells run the inherent risk of chro-
mosomal and genetic aberrations because of the countless number of
passages they have undergone. Similar to immortalized cell lines,
iPSCs under prolonged periods of culture have been shown to be
capable of accumulating chromosomal and genetic aberrations [104].
However, this risk can be mitigated to a large degree by using differ-
entiated lung- or alveolar-type cells derived from well-characterized
iPSC lines. The iPSCs derived from chicken have been used to study
viral infection and replication of avian viral diseases [105]. The use of
galline iPSCs to make viruses replication-incompetent from their
highly pathogenic form [106] adds to the immense application poten-
tial of such animal-specific iPSCs for vaccine production over chicken
eggs and embryos, which are more prone to contamination risk, and
can also aid in cutting down the cost of vaccine production.

In the current scenario, the iPSC-derived alveolar-type cells
exposed to the SARS-CoV-2 virus would serve as an invaluable tool
that is able to reproduce the genotypic and phenotypic aspects more
closely associated with the infection [107]. Exosomes derived from
iPSCs and their derivatives are being considered for packaging the
messenger RNAs (mRNAs) encoding the SARS-CoV-2 antigen proteins
[108]. The functionality of such exosome-packaged mRNAs will
address some of the critical issues of vaccine scalability and stability
faced by mRNA-based vaccines [109]. Apart from their utility as a
“packaging factory” in vaccine manufacturing, iPSC-derived alveolar
cells can significantly aid in novel target identification and repurpos-
ing of known and novel drug combinations against SARS-CoV-2 and
lay the groundwork for enhanced preparedness for future viral pan-
demics.
Conclusions

This review is intended to aid researchers in streamlining and
optimizing protocols for the generation of hiPSC-derived alveolar
cells and lung organoids as a robust platform for studying respiratory
viruses such as SARS-CoV-2 in the human context. Protocols for gen-
erating CTLs and NK cells from iPSCs have been discussed to enable
the possibility of clinical utilization of these cells to treat cases of
COVID-19 in which there is a need to replenish these immune cells.
However, with our current limited knowledge of the role of immune
cells such as CTLs and NKs in COVID-19 pathophysiology, it is impera-
tive to rationalize their use as an immune therapy modality in COVID-
19 patients. Here, it is crucial to have an understanding of the CTLs
and NK cells status in individual COVID-19 patients and the timing of
the therapeutic window, which would likely determine the balance
between their beneficial antiviral and detrimental pathological
action.
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